
dare to be different

We didn’t invent  
the car, but we have 

brought it to life.

EU



Freedom, fun, life.
We’ve put all this into 
one car.

The world has never seen a car like the evan before.  
It wasn’t designed for long-distance, nor for shopping 
trips, or as an office on wheels.

It is not a luxurious cruiser or a spartan house on 
wheels for short trips. 
It is not a coach or a mobile home. 

It is the best of all possible worlds.

And still, not every evan is the same: 
with three equipment ranges and two different 
layouts you have complete freedom of choice. 
Performance, Sport and Active are the names of the 
three lifestyle editions.

 

The evan is here! 
The efficient, variable vehicle  
of the next generation.



Get-to-work car.
Getaway car. The evan 
can do everything.

The evan in town

Agile and compact - ideal for Alpine passes or town centres

ESP, TCS and Hill Start Assistance as standard

Powerful Fiat Ducato common-rail turbo-diesel (EURO 5+)

Low-frame chassis for super road handling

Easy entrance and loading by the XL doors 

Unimpeded view - thanks to panoramic windscreen

Pure luxury - ergonomic swivel pilot seats for  driver and front passenger

GRP roof ensures maximum strength and durability

Wood-free floor - resistant to rot, stable and lasts forever

The evan plus factors*:

* mentioned plus factors may be options or only available for one of the equipment lines
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1. High-quality Pilote seats with leather cover   
 “Impulse”

2. The bathroom converts to a cupboard - a luggage  
 compartment in a class of its own

3. In every corner a clever idea: foldable trolley  
 for travel accessories

4. Panorama cab - with a hidden pull-down bed  
 at the top

5. Fits in any parking space and any narrow street

6. Smarter than the manager’s meeting room - and  
 more versatile

7. Lashing rails turn the evan into a transporter  
 if necessary

8. An inviting car: rear door for easy loading

9. Side entry door and front passenger door for  
 easy access and loading

If the journey to work is used as a home office - or 
there’s an unplanned trip to the DIY store after work, 
then it’s guaranteed to be an evan. When it comes to 
day-to-day things, it is a real escape artist. 

Suddenly routine gives 
way to one spontaneous 
idea after another

At the same time, the evan can also just be a car.  
It takes “parking space” literally: it offers an unbeatable 
wealth of storage and transportation ideas.  
And it does not take up more floor space than a 
luxury class car.*

* mentioned plus factors may be options or only available  
 for one of the equipment lines



This car is the opposite of “how far to go?” and “are we nearly there?”. 

The evan on the road

Privacy plus view: huge Panorama window with Privacy Black effect

Maximum sleeping comfort with the built-in pull-down bed

Professionally integrated awning

90 litre diesel tank - less stops for fuel
Let the sun in: roof hood in clear-glass design

Amazing amount of headroom when the elevating roof is put up (max. 310 cm)

Lots of room for living (and not for beds and furniture)

For winter evenings: insulated floor wood-free and with Webasto powerful diesel heatingConvenient: central locking for all doors with radio remote control 

* mentioned plus factors may be options or only available for one of the equipment lines

The evan plus factors*:
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If you don’t need a huge kitchen or an extensive 
seating area, but insist on maximum freedom of 
movement, then the evan is just right for you. 
A lot of fun guaranteed – with amounts of space.

It is no surprise that a car coming from the inventors 
of the caravan will be an unbeatable travelling 
companion. In other words, your journey will be as 
comfortable as you would expect from Dethleffs.  
Or even more so.

5

1. Kitchen unit with practical cooker  
 and integrated sink

2. Tired? The pull-down bed is ready in seconds

3. Multi-function wall-space: with built-in fridge,  
 wardrobe and drawers

4. Shower, toilet or practical storage space - it’s all  
 possible here

5. That can be a wonderful holiday with perfect use  
 of space and standard XL door for the rear (internal  
 height max. 310cm, with optional elevating roof  
 with bed)

6. Storage compartment in the floor

7. Easily accessible exterior compartment - plenty of  
 room for boards, skis etc.

Convenient: central locking for all doors with  
radio remote control (optional, not illustrated)

Travel comfort of the 
evan has been predes-
tined in 1931
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evan Performance
The ultimate evan

Perfectly formed, with all features possible.  
This evan leaves nothing to be desired.

1. XL door for the rear and prominent high-level  
 rear moulding

2. Overhead locker doors in Performance styling

3. Dethleffs alloy wheels 17" anthracite silver,   
 polished

4. The right lighting for every mood: indirect lighting  
 with adjustable play of colours.

5 . Integrated roof awning (optional) 

6. High-quality real leather “Impulse”

7. Fiat Ducato 2.3 l with 148 BHP, Carry pack  
 (floor compartment, trolley, shelves for bathroom,  
 fixing loops for transportation of bulk luggage,  
 furniture protection), flyscreen door for living  
 door, on-board control panel in Yacht design  
 (without fig.)
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evan Sport
Real freedom of choice 

The sports edition is available in several colours: 
Laguna-Blue, Cocao-Grey, Titansilver metallic, or in 
White (standard).

1. The evan Sport is available in four exterior colours   
 (white is standard)

2. Overhead locker doors in “Welsh White” wood  
 décor with sporty stripes in Kevlar optics.

3. Dethleffs alloy wheels 15" or 16" (depending on  
 chassis) anthracite silver, polished

4. Ergonomically formed bench seat with “Imola”  
 fabric, extra large panorama window (layout with  
 double dinette)

5. Fiat Ducatop 2.3 l with 130 BHP, XL door for the  
 rear and prominent, high-level rear moulding,  
 flyscreen door for living door, on-board control  
 in Yacht design (without fig.)
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evan Active
First-rate driving can be so easy 

Make no compromises when it comes to enjoying  
the ride - only in the price! 

1. Ergonomic bench with soft furnishing design  
 “Imola”, XL Panorama window (layout with double  
 dinette) and standard, XL door for the rear. 

2. Perfectly equipped for everyday life, travelling and  
 camping: doors have practical bottle-holders etc.

3. Driver’s step

4. evan Cockpit 
 (option: radio-moniceiver, leather steering wheel  
 and leather gear knob available for Performance  
 only)
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evan Custom features

I 560 D

I 560 B

Live life to the full with the evan.  
No end of features full of smart ideas. 

1. SkyRoof for light, fresh air and a great feeling  
 of space

2. The right lighting for every mood: indirect lighting   
 with adjustable play of colours.*

3. Lashing rails turn the evan into a transporter if   
 necessary *

4. Elevating roof - an additional generous double bed

5. Pilote seats with high-quality real leather cover *

6. Washroom or storage room: the clever bathroom  
 is both *

7. It doesn’t matter whether textile upholstery or   
 optional leather – both come with perfect finish

8. Passenger‘s door

9. Storage trolley for travel accessories: folds up  
 when not in use *

Autarcic: 
Solar panel, SmartEnergy 
fridge and second vehicle 
battery (without fig.)

Layouts

* Standard for Performance
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Subject to technical changes and errors 

Please note that the illustrations in this brochure sometimes 
depict decoration, alternative designs or special features 
which are not delivered as standard. Please refer to the 
separate price list for specifications, features and prices.

Due to typographical reasons the colours in this brochure 
may vary from the original!

Your evan trade partner looks forward to meeting you or just 
visit us in Isny, in our new show room. Please register  
by phone: +49 7562 987 910 / www.dethleffs.de

dare to be different


